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Born in Cologne in 1936 and based in New York since 1965, Haackes strong political, cultural and social
concerns are reflected in his installations, texts and sculptures. Throughout his 50-year career Haacke has

frequently changed the presentation of his art to get his message across. Often borrowing from non-art sources
such as corporate advertising, questionnaires or scientific experimentation, Haacke is probably the most

successful and best-known late twentieth century artist to create political art that manages to hit its mark with
such concision and elegance. Haacke sometimes works like a sleuth, uncovering the art world's hidden

politics and economics. This practice has famously led to museum officials cancelling his exhibitions. His
1971 solo show at the Solomon R Guggenheim Museum, New York, for example, was cancelled in response

to his proposal to present the questionable real estate dealings of several New York companies.

Hans Haacke born Aug is a Germanborn artist who lives and works in New York City. A pioneer of
institutional critique artist Hans Haacke creates conceptual works that expose connections among money art

and politics.

Hans Haacke

Hans Haacke was influenced by Conceptual artists Marcel Broodthaers 192476 and Marcel Duchamp
18871968. Earlier retrospective exhibitions of his work have been held at the Museum . Hans Haacke has
often been labelled a postminimalist postconceptual or political artist a term that is at once impossibly

wideranging and spitefully reductive. Artists Respond. Name Hans Haacke Also Known as. Enter your search
terms. While over time the artist developed a critique of art as an institution and system these early works

focus on art in the sense of process and physical system. Hans Haacke Ice Stick 1966. Shannon Jackson 1330.
Survey in 33 Years At 83 he is the master of museum disruption. Haacke is considered a leading exponent of
Institutional Critique. 1936 has created works that explore the social political and economic underpinnings of
the. At the New Museum the artist draws the connections and we follow along. Exposing systems of injustice
and how they operate is Haackes great skill. SI ONSITE Hans Haacke Swiss Institute Poll Swiss Institute

Contemporary Art New York New York NY 0 Hans Haacke The Artists Institute New York NY 2016 Dreams
That Money Can Buy Update Maier Museum of Art at Randolph College VA 6 2014 Hans Haacke.
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